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Photographer Lilypie Newborn Photographer I am a mom of two beautiful girls that I love with all my heart! I had the absolute

pleasure of being able to photograph all three of my precious daughters. I was a little nervous being the only mom in the room as
all three girls are so special. I like to think that their beauty comes from my side of the family and I am so blessed to be able to
photograph the love they have for one another. I remember working on this session like it was yesterday. It was such a blessing

to be a part of this family. The girls are two years apart and very very close. The oldest went into labor and the youngest was
three days late. I was anxious to see the smile on my third daughter's face. I can't wait to have her first session as a newborn!A
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street vendor died Sunday evening after he fell from a building while selling cheese-covered hot dogs to unsuspecting tourists at
London’s Piccadilly Circus. The vendor, identified by the Press Association as 39-year-old Ali Sayeed, was attempting to sell
the dogs when he apparently slipped or fell while taking a break on a building balcony at around 5:30 p.m. local time, said the
Metropolitan Police. A passerby used a zip tie to secure the food vendor's body to a door frame below. Police said they could

not confirm whether the cause of death was due to the fall or other injuries. Vendors selling hot dogs and other food items along
Piccadilly Circus have complained that tourists tuck them into their pockets and leave without paying for the products. Vendors
sometimes sell the food from their vehicles, which have no parking on the sidewalk. In May, venders complained to police after

a vendor’s hot dog was stolen by a member of a tour group. The Metropolitan Police recently introduced new street vending
rules, saying vendors can no longer sell food on the sidewalk in many parts of the city. A city spokesperson told USA Today that

vendors must provide a license and comply with health and 82157476af
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